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Modern UAV automatic control systems are complicated, integral,
intelligent, and multifunctional. Those systems are composed of different
devices and elements, determining a higher level of synthesis problems for a
UAV automatic control system. The essential scale, heterogeneity, and
uniqueness of these systems are the reason why they are so vulnerable to such
destabilizing moments as breakdowns, defects, and errors, which are generally
called faults. Caused by faults, abnormal situations corroborate the imperfection
of designed UAV ACS. The main reason for the deficiency is a system’s low
“intelligent level” applied during fault parrying. Such level increasing can be
achieved by using deeper fault-diagnosis, more flexible failure toleration or, in a
word, by implementing active fault-tolerance. Using active fault-tolerant control
instead of majority logic voting opens new possibilities to the essential decrease
of weight, size, cost, and energetic system specifications and to increase
guaranteed operability period and, therefore, increase the effectiveness of
project UAV ACS at a whole. Research on the system’s active fault-tolerance
have had some history, and these are presented in (Alwi et al., 2014; Iserrmann,
2004; Li, 2009; Zhang & Jiang, 2008). However, the proposed models, methods
and tools to ensure the active fault-tolerance are predominantly fragmented, and
they do not reflect the dynamics of the control processes, do not consider the
possibilities of diagnosing the operational state of the functional elements, as
well as fault parrying through the effective use of existing and the introduction
of additional redundancies. Consequently, the development of diagnosing
models and methods, as well as failure parrying to provide an active faulttolerance of the UAV attitude determination and control in real-time, is a
significant scientific and applied problem.
Active Fault-Tolerance System Structure
The first part of the structure of the three-layer hierarchy of active faulttolerance. Second is deep fault-diagnosis. And third is flexible failure toleration.
Using the first principle leads to block, system, and over system levels of active
fault-tolerance providing (Schneider, 1990). From the whole set of critical for
q
system fault types D = di 1 , fault types di  D1  D that can be tolerated on the
functional blocks (sensors, actuators, and controller) are chosen. The subset D1
is formed in terms of available block redundancy. On the system level subset
D2  D of fault types tolerated with the help of system redundancy. For the third
over system set D3  D , which contains level fault types tolerated with the help
of such over system redundancy as changing functioning mode of UAV ACS is
formed.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of active fault-tolerant control in abnormal mode.
Deep fault-diagnosis consists in search of a concrete tolerated fault type
di , i = 1, q based on available measurements. Deep fault-diagnosis has proceeded
on each level of fault-tolerance providing.
The principle of flexible failure toleration resides, informing for each
fault type possible alternatives of going out from abnormal situations with the
help of redundancy. Failure toleration procedures are formed in terms of object
models functioning and by taking into account redundant resources (Benosman,
2010).
According to considered principles, new structure of UAV systems is
needed. On the block level system is composed of UAV, fault-tolerant sensors
block (FTSB), fault-tolerant actuators block (FTAB), and fault-tolerant
controllers block (FTCB) that in turn includes diagnosis tools (DT) and failure
toleration tools (FTT) used in abnormal modes. On the system-level, diagnosis
and tolerating procedures are executing with the help of system redundant tools.
On the third over, the system-level quality of lower levels functioning is
diagnosed, and system operability is recovered by using available resources
(Saved et al., 2016).
Deep Fault-Diagnosis
The development of deep fault-diagnosis procedures is based on two
types of diagnostic models. First of them is a functional diagnostic model
(FDM), which connects deviation of direct fault indications with symptoms, and
second is a logical diagnostic model (LDM), which reflect qualitative linkage
between symptoms. This way, the abnormal functioning mode of the linearized
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diagnostic object for “small” faults can be presented as followed FDM (Ducard,
2009; Marks et al., 2012; Vinh, 2017).

x ( k +1) = Ax ( k ) +  Ai xˆ ( k ) + Biu ( k )  i + ( k ) ;




x  k  = x ;
0
 0

(1)

y ( k ) = C x ( k ) + Ci x ( k ) + Diu ( k ) + Fi  i +  ( k ) ,




I called MD-model. Here Ai , Bi , Ci , Di and Fi are the sensitivity functions
of matrixes A(  ) , B (  ) , C (  ) , D (  ) and F (  ) on diagnostic parameters
i ; ( k ) and  ( k ) are errors and noise vectors; x ( k ) are deviations of the state
vector, and y ( k ) are deviations of diagnosed object measurements vector.
i = i − in Is a deviation of direct diagnostic indication from normal value in ?
From equation system (1), following that linear finite-difference equations
describe MD-model with variable coefficients and the law of coefficients,
varying is determined by the behaviour of reference model state vector x(k) and
control action vector u ( k ) .
In the general case, the relationship between symptoms y ( k ) and direct
diagnostic indication can be presented with the help of followed equations
(Beckman & Aldrich, 2007).
y ( k ) = i ( k ) i ; i = 1,  ,

(2)

Where i ( k ) does sensitivity function correspond to the ith direct
diagnostic indication? This function is a time-discrete function, and the transition
to the qualitative indication of its numerical characteristics  ij are introduced.
Thus, for the transition from absolute indications scale to designation scale,
double-valued predicate equations are used:

1, if ij  
z j = S 2 (ij −  ) = 

0, if ij   j , j = 1, m ,

(3)

S2(.) is a sign of a double-valued predicate,  i it is a threshold value
dependent on presentation and processing data accuracy. By sequential use of
equation (3), the Boolean matrix with the dimensions   m is obtained. The
number of matrix rows corresponds to the number of direct diagnostic indications
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Δλi, and the number of matrix columns corresponds to the measurement of
symptoms vector Δy(k). This matrix presents by itself a kind of DLM called table
logical model (TL-model).
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Figure 2. Deep signal-parametric diagnosis schema.
Mathematical FDM and LDM are developed for linear nonlinear systems
classes and systems with essential nonlinearities for “small” and “big” faults.
Diagnostic models allowed to create the new signal-parametric approach that
permitted to solve analytically such main tasks of deep fault-diagnosis as fault
detection, fault place search, fault class determination, and fault type
determination (see Figure 2).
The signal-parametric approach is based on the assumption that the
appearance of any fault kind di  D is an indefinite event in the view of the
moment of fault appearance, place fault from, class of fault and concrete kind of
responsibility. Such event uncertainty taking down is connected with calculating
characteristics based on measurable system symptoms that correspond to each
task. As a base structure for sequential delay taking down in abnormal
situations, a dichotomic tree search was chosen. Dichotomic trees are built with
LDM using and present by itself base on formation computer production
knowledge base of the in-depth diagnosis process.
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Flexible Failure Toleration
The main reasons for abnormal modes appearance in UAV systems are
sensors, actuators, and faults of UAV. Appearance faults in the sensor lead to
distortions or losses of measuring data. That is why fault parrying, in this case,
is concluded in measuring recovery with the help of existing hardware and
redundant software resources.

Figure 3. Parrying tools of flexible failure UAV ACS at the system level.
On abnormal work of actuators, operability recovery of the whole system
is made by particular use of redundant sensors, actuators and by parametric and
signal tweaking. ACS faults can be tolerated by algorithmic tools. Defects that
appeared in UAV ACS can be presented by two main classes: compensable and
not compensable. For accepting compensable faults, methods and means of
parametric and signal tweaking are created. Not compensable are tolerated by
control algorithm reconfiguration and redundant hardware.
For synthesis algorithms of tolerating faults, a discrete analogue of
second A.M. Lyapunov’s method was used. The reason why this method was
chosen is the possibility to do structural and parametric UAV ACS failure to
tolerate algorithms synthesis and to provide a classical condition of operability
steadiness.
Experimental Research
Debugging functional algorithms of diagnosing applicable state and
recovery of the object autonomic control (OAC) of the UAV performed on a
specialized hardware-software complex (HSC), presented in Figure 4.
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The functional structure of HSC allows us to enter into the system failure
modes from the considered set and to investigate the behaviour of the system in
the nominal and emergency ways.
HSC consists of the following elements: a UAV model with all on-board
equipment, a strap-down inertial navigation system (SINS) with a minimally
redundant sensor unit, established by pyramid scheme, an automatic control
device and the PC with specialized software (Anh et al., 2019; Ding, 2008;
Milhim et al., 2011; Pupkov &Vinh, 2006).

Figure 4. Exterior view of HSC for research models and methods of maintaining
the active fault-tolerance UAV ACS.

Figure 5. The interface of the program results and operational mode for the
ACS.
The complex software includes low-level software that provides
execution in the control microcontroller module and the peripheral
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microcontroller module developed procedures control of and provide the active
fault tolerance. On the upper level, there is software for performing the
following functions: information exchange with an automatic control device,
setting modes of the system, visualization, and storage of the experimental
results.
To simulate the effect of the considered set of failure modes on the
system using developed HSC uses software simulators. They are used because
they have essential advantages such as the possibility of rapid modification,
imitation of a wide variety operating conditions, ease of the results
interpretation, small power consumption, good adaptability at this distortion of
measured and control signals of the system performed so that the response to it
was an analogous reaction to input types of failure.
Figure 6 shows the results of UAV ACS simulation without active fault
tolerance (bold line) and with an activated diagnosis and recovery system (thin
line) at the mode of the angular velocity of inertial navigation systems on an
axis. Introduces the following notation for times: tо - introduction failure to the
system; tоd - failure detection system; ts - the beginning of recovery by the
signal adjustment; tf – time of complete restore.
Comprehensive research of the control system on a given set of failures
shows that all types of failure were observed by diagnostics the subsystem,
determining the location of the class and kind of failure and obtained
estimations of the direct attributes of failures. The average recovery time was
trec = 2,4 s.
ω, rad/s.

without active fault

without active
fault tolerance.

to

ts tf
tоd

t, с

Figure 6. The results of the UAV ACS with the drift of angular velocity sensor.
Experimental investigation of diagnosis and recovery from an angular
sensor drift. Similarly, research has been done in the modes of attitude control
and stabilization object functioning on the whole parrying failure modes set. All
types of failure were observed by the diagnostics subsystem, found their place,
set the class, and defined failure mode.
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Investigations on the fault tolerant actuators block mock-up that consists
of other elements that were conducted similarly. On the scaled-down modelling
mock-up, abnormal situations called by UAV construction faults were
examined, and fault diagnosis and UAV failure toleration procedures were finetuned. The results of experimental research show the constructiveness of the
proposed conception, the effectiveness of used methods and tools for providing
active fault-tolerance of UAV ACS during mock-up experiments.
Conclusions
Thus, in this paper identified the main trends in modern aviation
technology that is in reducing the weight and size, power and cost characteristics,
the function of aviation vehicles, as well as increasing the time of their active life.
There was formed the structure of ACS for ensuring its dynamic fault tolerance
feature, defined a set of standard and parameterized types of failures of the system
functional elements, characterized by changes in the properties of the conversion
elements. There was received diagnostic functional models for solving problems
of detection, search the place and establish a class of failure, which provide
unique analytical relation between direct and indirect diagnostic features for each
diagnosing problem, take into account the dynamic features of the object, as well
as systemic linkages between its elements. There were developed diagnostic logic
models and methods of a systematic approach to fault tolerance in the direction of
the effective use of the signal, parametric and structural redundancies and
selection of parrying tools when there are multiple connections between the
means of parrying and failure modes. Experimental researches of the sample
model of ACS the properties of active fault-tolerance in emergency modes of
operation which have shown operability of the developed models and methods of
deep diagnosing and failures flexible parrying and fundamental possibility
maintain operability of the object in the event of failure modes in it from the
finished set.
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